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Electronic structure and magnetic properties of the linear chain cuprates
Sr 2CuO 3 and Ca2CuO 3
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Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3 are considered to be model systems of strongly anisotropic, spin-1/2 Heisenberg
antiferromagnets. We report, on the basis of a band-structure analysis within the local-density approximation
~LDA ! and on the basis of available experimental data, a careful analysis of model parameters for extended
Hubbard and Heisenberg models. Both insulating compounds show half-filled nearly one-dimensional anti-
bonding bands within the LDA. That indicates the importance of strong on-site correlation effects. The bonding
bands of Ca2CuO3 are shifted downwards by 0.7 eV compared with Sr2CuO3, pointing to different Madelung
fields and different on-site energies within the standardpd model. Both compounds also differ significantly in
the magnitude of the interchain dispersion along the crystallographicala direction:' 100 meV and 250 meV,
respectively. Using the band-structure and experimental data we parametrize a one-band extended Hubbard
model for both materials which can be further mapped onto an anisotropic Heisenberg model. From the
interchain dispersion we estimate a corresponding interchain exchange constantJ'' 0.8 and 3.6 meV for
Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3, respectively. Comparing several approaches to anisotropic Heisenberg problems,
namely the random-phase spin-wave approximation and modern versions of coupled quantum spin chains
approaches, we observe the advantage of the latter in the reproduction of reasonable values for the Ne´el
temperatureTN and the magnetizationm0 at zero temperature. Our estimate ofJ' gives the right order of
magnitude and the correct tendency going from Sr2CuO3 to Ca2CuO3. In a comparative study we also include
CuGeO3. @S0163-1829~97!04830-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Initiated by the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in
cuprate compounds, there is a renewed and growing inte
in the electronic and magnetic properties of quasi-o
dimensional~1D! structures near half band filling. Anioni
quasi-1D CuO3 chains of oxygen corner sharing CuO4

plaquetets are present in Sr2CuO3and in Ca2CuO3,1,2

and CuO2 chains of edge sharing plaquettes are presen
CuGeO3.

3 Moreover, the first two of these compounds can
regarded as ‘‘parent’’ compounds of more complex str
tures such as the double-chain compound SrCuO2 ~which, in
notation Sr2Cu2O4, is obtained from Sr2CuO3 by replacing
the CuO3 chain with a Cu2O4 double chain!, and of a
whole family of celebrated multileg ladder compoun
Sr2nCu2n12O4n12.4 A detailed theoretical description of th
parent compounds is naturally a prerequisite for understa
ing all those materials. It is also desirable in view of t
related two-dimensional~2D! cuprate structures of the high
Tc materials,5–11 and particularly in view of possible dy
namical stripe superstructures in the latter.12

Experimentally, Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3 are found to be
the best realizations of the quasi-1D spin-1/2 antiferrom
netic Heisenberg model~AHM !. Their Néel temperatures
TN' 5 K for Sr2CuO3 and TN' 9 K for Ca2CuO3, are
very low compared to the intrachain exchange integr
Ji; 0.2 eV, and the ordered moments (,0.1mBohr) are ex-
tremely small.13–15 The value Ji5190 meV for Sr2CuO3
560163-1829/97/56~6!/3402~11!/$10.00
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~Ref. 10! appears to be the record value of an exchan
integral among all known quasi-1D antiferromagnets. T
correct description of the physics of a magnetic quasi-
system with a weak magnetic interchain interaction has
cently attracted much theoretical attention, see, e.g., R
16–19. For all these reasons, Sr2CuO3 has been announce
to become a ‘‘superstar’’ in the field of low-dimension
magnetism in the near future.20

In the work of Ami et al.,8 with the assumption of only a
very weak dipolar interchain interaction constantJ'' 0.01
meV and on the basis of random-phase-approxima
~RPA! spin wave theory, for Sr2CuO3 a Néel temperature
below 0.03 K~Ref. 21! was conjectured. At that time, due t
resolution problems and because of the very small orde
moment,0.1mBohr, neutron diffraction on powders failed t
detect antiferromagnetic ordering down to 1.5 K. Howev
the relatively small interchain distances of 3.3 – 3.5 Å su
gest that direct interchain hopping, which leads to a mu
stronger kinematic exchange interaction, cannot be
glected. The discussion of consequences for the magn
properties forms a main issue of the present paper.

While numerous band-structure calculations22 and tight-
binding parametrizations of one- and multiband Hubba
model Hamiltonians23 for the quasi-2D cuprate structure
can be found in the literature, we are aware of only tw
band-structure calculations for a quasi-1D cuprate struct
both for CuGeO3.24,25 On the basis of a wealth of availabl
experimental data for CuGeO3 large efforts are currently di-
3402 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 3403ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC . . .
rected to the parametrization of phenomenological antife
magnetic spin-1/2 Heisenberg models and extensions inc
ing frustration in the next-nearest-neighbor intrach
exchange.26–29To our knowledge, no parametrization on th
level of Hubbard-type models has been undertaken as
although estimates within the Anderson impurity mode30

were pointing to strong correlation. The understanding
CuO3 chain substances is less developed, especially w
respect to interchain interactions, and we shall present he
comparative analysis of both cases.

In contrast to the antiferromagnetic ordering of Sr2CuO3,
the less anisotropic compound CuGeO3 exhibits a spin gap
state belowTSP514.2 K which is accompanied by the occu
rence of a period-two superstructure with a very small dim
ization amplitude ofu0' 0.007 Å. Therefore it has bee
interpreted as a spin-Peierls~SP! state. The SP state is sup
ported by frustrated second-neighbor exchange.26 When
doped with Zn for Cu or with Si for Ge, a coexisting Ne´el
state has also been found below 4.5 K.31,32 The thereby
observed magnetic moment, for example, of 0.23mBohr in
Cu12xZnxGeO3, is significantly larger than the correspon
ing value of 0.06mBohr observed in Sr2CuO3,13 suggesting a
much larger anisotropy of the latter compound.

Within the frame of strongly anisotropic three
dimensional Heisenberg models, all considered compou
should be described by a dominating intrachain excha
coupling, a small exchange coupling in the direction of t
shortest interchain spacing which reduces the strong q
tum fluctuations and provides a nonzero ordered magn
moment in the ground state, and a generally very small
terchain coupling in the third direction to ensure a nonz
Néel temperature in accord with the Mermin-Wagner the
rem. By applying the results of available theoretical a
proaches to the anisotropic two- and three-dimensio
Heisenberg models16–18,33one may extract phenomenolog
cal estimates of the exchange parameters for the chain
prates, which then can be compared to results of electr
structure theory. Interestingly, different approaches yield s
nificantly different predictions. The accurate determinat
of the Néel temperature of a strongly anisotropic Heisenb
magnet is still an unsolved and challenging theoretical ta
We review here two frequently used approaches and c
pare their predictions from our estimates of exchange par
eters with experimental data.

In Sec. II we present band-structure results for Sr2CuO3
and Ca2CuO3 which were obtained by applying a linea
combination-of-atomic-orbitals~LCAO! scheme to self-
consistently solve the Kohn-Sham equation with the loc
density approximation to the exchange and correlat
potential ~LDA-LCAO !. This approach provides us, in
most natural way, with tight-binding parameters. Using th
results and experimental estimates for short-range correla
effects, in Sec. III a single CuO3 chain is represented by a
extended Hubbard model and compared to the situation
CuGeO3. The magnitude of interchain exchange is estima
on this basis. In Sec. IV, estimates of Ne´el temperatures and
ordered magnetic moments are derived by applying b
standard RPA spin-wave theory and modern quantum s
chain theory. The results are summarized in Sec. V, and
outlook is given.
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II. BAND-STRUCTURE AND INTERCHAIN
TRANSFER

The crystal structure of the isostructural compoun
Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3 is depicted in Fig. 1. Chains of oxy
gen corner sharing CuO4 plaquettes run along theb direc-
tion. The in-chain Cu-O bond length is 1.96 Å and prac
cally the same in both compounds while the Cu-O bo
lengths in thec direction differ: 1.95 Å in Sr2CuO3 and
1.89 Å in Ca2CuO3. The two inequivalent oxygen sites ar
referred to as chain oxygen and side oxygen in the followi
The shortest interchain distance occurs in thea direction and
differs substantially for both cases: 3.49 Å in Sr2CuO3 and
3.28 Å in Ca2CuO3.

The self-consistent LDA-LCAO method has been appl
to both compounds with a minimum basis treating the C
(4s,4p,3d), O-(2s,2p), Sr-(5s,5p,4d), and Ca-(4s,4p,3d)
orbitals as local valence basis states and the lower orbita
core states. The crystal potential is calculated from overl
ping spherical site densities. All basis states are calculate
the spherical site contribution to the crystal potential a
recalculated in each iteration step. The valence basis orb
have been compressed by an additional attractive potenti
reduce the overlap among them.34 Due to the relatively open
crystal structure two empty spheres per unit cell have b
introduced with empty spheres and p orbitals at each site
For the exchange and correlation potential the parametr
tion of von Barth and Hedin was chosen and it has be
calculated in the atomic sphere approximation. We sh
in Fig. 2 the band structure and in Fig. 3 the density
states~DOS! of Sr2CuO3. The corresponding results fo
Ca2CuO3 are similar. The quantitative differences betwe
both compounds are discussed below. To check the LC
band structure by another method, we also performed ca
lations using the linear muffin-tin orbital~LMTO! approxi-
mation. We found no substantial differences, only the ove

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Sr2CuO3.
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3404 56ROSNER, ESCHRIG, HAYN, DRECHSLER, AND MA´ LEK
bandwidth of the wholepd band complex was found to b
somewhat smaller in the LMTO results~see numbers below!.

As expected from simple chemical considerations of
valency, there is a single, well-separated, nearly o
dimensional, half-filled antibonding band crossing the Fe
level with large dispersion in theb direction~see Fig. 2!. The
width of this band is about 2.2 eV~LCAO! or 2.0 eV
~LMTO! for both compounds. The characteristic quasi-
van Hove singularities near the band edges are clearly
in the DOS~see Fig. 3!. A tight-binding analysis of the or-
bitals involved shows that in a first approximation the C
3dz22y2 as well as the side oxygen 2pz and the chain oxygen
2py orbitals are of direct relevance. Only a negligible adm
ture of Cu 4s states can be detected near both edges of
antibonding half-filled band. Its weight as determined by
ratio of the corresponding areas under the DOS curves~see
inset of Fig. 3! is relatively small~0.3% for Sr2CuO3), but it

FIG. 2. LCAO energy bands near the Fermi level for Sr2CuO3

along high-symmetry Brillouin-zone directions within the (kx ,ky)
plane. The momenta are given in units of (p/a,p/b). Strong dis-
persion can be seen along~0,0!–~0,1! (b direction, parallel to the
CuO3 chains! whereas a small, but non-negligible dispersion in t
perpendiculara direction can be seen.

FIG. 3. Density of statesN(E) for Sr2CuO3. The inset shows
the partial Cu 3d and 4s density of states of the nearly one
dimensional band crossing the Fermi level.
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increases to a weight of 2% for the Ca compound.
The metallic behavior of the LDA band structure is

sharp contrast to the experimental observation of large o
cal gaps; 2 eV which are comparable to the bandwid
obtained above. This points to the necessity of dealing
plicitly with the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion at the co
per site. The experimental gap cannot be explained by a
density wave since it is large and persists also above the N´el
temperatureTN . Instead we have to anticipate the situati
of a charge transfer gap between valence states of mo
oxygen character and a copper upper Hubbard band ab
the Fermi level.

In analogy to cuprates with CuO2 planes the construction
of a multiband, Hubbard-like model Hamiltonian wou
therefore be desirable. However, it is well known that suc
Hamiltonian can be projected to an effective one-band p
ture which properly describes the low-energy physics.35,36

The existence of a well-isolated, one-dimensional band in
present situation~shown in Fig. 4 in more detail! suggests
such a possibility all the more. We assume that the par
eters for the one-band description can be determined by
ting the band of Fig. 4 to a dispersion of the form

«~kW !522t1,LDAcos~kyb!22t2,LDAcos~2kyb!22t'coskxa
~1!

which yields the values listed in Table I.37

In Fig. 4 the dispersion in thea direction is clearly visible
as an energy increase with increasingkx by nearly the same
amount both at the bottom and the top of the band. T
dispersion is present through the band and gives a valu
t'525 meV. To be more accurate we determinedt' from
the dispersion at the Fermi level which is shown in the in
of Fig. 4. The corresponding dispersion for Ca2CuO3 is sig-
nificantly larger, by a factor of 2.5~2.0 in LMTO!. The
smaller lattice constant of Ca2CuO3 leads to an increase o
the interchain overlap of the Cu-d and O-p basis orbitals, but
this effect alone is too small to explain the strong enhan
ment. We have checked that the transfer in thea direction
goes dominantly via the cation Sr and Ca, respectively. T

FIG. 4. Dispersion of the nearly one-dimensional band. T
inset is for fixedky 5 kyFermi 5 p/2b.
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TABLE I. Model parameters for Sr2CuO3, Ca2CuO3, and CuGeO3. The LDA-LCAO derived tight-
binding parameters in the first group of rows are explained in Sec. II. The LDA numbers for CuGeO3 are
estimated from Fig. 2 of Refs. 24 and 25. The second group contains experimental values~in the case of
several data we prefer the underlined! which were used in addition to the band-structure information
estimate the corresponding parameters of the extended Hubbard model as well as the exchange int
the anisotropic Heisenberg-model~third group of rows!. They are derived and discussed in Sec. III. T
experimental magnetic momentmexpt ~given together withTN in group IV! may be compared withmCSC

derived from Eq.~19! using the experimental data for the in-chain exchange integralsJi and our estimation
of J' . Vice versa, the experimentalmexpt determines via the same Eq.~19! the empirical interchain exchang
integralsJ'

emp.

Group Quantity Sr2CuO3 Ca2CuO3 CuGeO3

~GeCu12xZnxO3)

I t1,LDA /meV 550 520 250
t2,LDA /meV 100 100 81

t' /meV 20–30 50–65 25–33

II Eg /eV ~1.8 to 1.9! a, b ~2.1! c ~1.25! d, (3.7) e

J/meV (5Ji / meV! ~140! f, (190) g, ~260! h (160) i ~254! h (1161) j, ~22! k

III t1 /meV 410 419 187
t2 /meV 100 100 90
Ueff /eV ~3.15! b 3.5 4.34~4.2! e

V1 /eV 0.21 0.16 0.1
uKu/meV 11 30 19
J' /meV 0.5 to 1.1 2.9 to 4.3 0.6 to 1,~1.1! l

IV TN /K ~5! l ~8 . . . 10! l ~4.5! m

mexpt/mBohr ~0.0660.01) l ~0.0960.01) l ~0.23! j

V mCSC/mBohr 0.08 to 0.11 0.19 to 0.24 0.35–0.45
J'

emp/meV 0.36 0.1 0.660.1 0.27

aRaman resonance, Ref. 11. hMidinfrared, Ref. 46.
bEELS, Ref. 45. iTheory, Ref. 36.
cOpt. absorption, Ref. 5. jINS, Raman, Refs. 27, 29, 31, and 43.
dOpt. absorption, Refs. 38 and 50. kRaman, Ref. 28.
eXPS, Ref. 30. lmSR, Ref. 15.
fMagn. suscept., Refs. 8 and 9. mINS, Ref. 55.
gMagn. suscept., Ref. 10.
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two-center Hamilton matrix elements between side oxyg
and Ca are two times larger than the corresponding ones
Sr.

Dispersion in thec direction is found within the level of
accuracy of the band-structure calculations only (;5 meV!.
This practically missing dispersion in thec direction indi-
cates also that the interchain hopping in thea direction takes
place horizontally only, with no zigzag contribution in th
~111! direction from side oxygen to side oxygen.

The comparison of the band structures of the Sr and
Ca compounds shows yet another interesting feat
namely, the bonding bands between28.5 eV and211.5 eV
for Sr2CuO3 are shifted downwards by 0.6 to 0.7 eV for th
Ca compound indicating a significantly different Madelu
field. For the same reason the side oxygen in the Ca c
pound comes out more negatively charged although the
bridization of its pz orbital with the Cu 3dz22y2 orbital is
slightly increased due to the shortened bond length. Th
n
or

e
e:

-
y-

se

different on-site energies may have an influence on the
ferent charge transfer energies as discussed in the next
tion.

We also analyzed in the same manner@Eq. ~1!# the linear-
ized augmented plane wave~LAPW! energy bands for
CuGeO3 reported by Mattheiss.24 CuGeO3 differs from the
chain cuprates considered above in the structure of
chains. The CuO2 chains of oxygen edge-sharing CuO4

plaquetets of CuGeO3 result in a more complex highest an
tibonding band in which two O-p states per oxygen site hy
bridize with the Cu-d orbital. The more complex compos
tion of the crystal also manifests in the band structure.
particular, due to the sizable interchain interaction media
by Ge and due to the presence of two chains per unit
there are two differently filled split-off antibonding band
For our qualitative comparison with the above-conside
chains ~CuO3 chain!, we replace them by one half-filled
band for the sake of simplicity. The tight-binding paramete
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of CuGeO3 ~Table I! contain a significantly smaller neares
neighbor transfer integralt1,LDA'0.25 eV and an anoma
lously large next-nearest-neighbor integralt2,LDA'0.67t1
50.18 eV estimated from Fig. 2 of Ref. 24. The large d
ference of the transfer integralst1,LDA between chains of cor
ner sharing plaquettes and CuGeO3 should be related to the
efficient 180° Cu-O-Cu hopping for the former (s p-d bond!
compared with the inefficiency of nons p-d hopping@nearly
135° ~45°)# for CuGeO3; for further details see Ref. 39. Thi
special structure also explains the relative large next-nea
neighbor transfer integralst2 in CuGeO3 due to the involved
effective s pz-pz hopping along the chain. The intercha
hopping t' can be deduced from the dispersion in theb
direction of the LAPW energy bands of CuGeO3 and is of
the same order as in Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3.

Based on both the available experimental data and
band-structure information obtained here, a semimicrosco
strong correlation model will be constructed which then c
be mapped approximately onto a spin-1/2 Hamiltonian
describe the magnetic properties. This is the objective of
next section.

III. MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION IN TERMS
OF THE EXTENDED HUBBARD AND ANISOTROPIC

HEISENBERG MODELS

A. General relations

Here we parametrize the well-known extended Hubb
model for one single chain with hopping terms to first (t1)
and second neighbors (t2):

H52 (
m; j 51,2;s

t j~cm,s
† cm1 j ,s1H.c.!

1
U

2(
m;s

cm,s
† cm,scm,2s

† cm,2s1 (
m; j 51,2

Vjnmnm1 j

2uKu(
i

SW iSW i 11 , ~2!

wherenm5(scm,s
† cm,s is the density operator ands denotes

the spin index. We included in Eq.~2! a small, but non-
negligible direct ferromagnetic exchange which naturally
pears if we map a multiband, Hubbard-like Hamiltonian to
one-band model.35 Its necessity and its main effects will b
discussed below.

For the low-energy physics, at half-filling the extend
Hubbard model~2! can be replaced to leading order int/U
by a spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain. It includes also a seco
neighbor exchangeJ2 ~Ref. 40! and reads

H5J1(
i

Si
WSW i 111J2(

i
Si
WSW i 12 ,

J1
AF5

4t1
2

U2V1
, J25

4t2
2

U2V2
, ~3!

where the effective exchange integralJ1 of the spin-1/2
Heisenberg Hamiltonian of cuprates is reduced from the p
dominant antiferromagnetic superexchange part by the fe
magnetic contribution~2!
st-

e
ic
n
o
e

d

-

d-

e-
o-

J1'2uKu1J1
AF. ~4!

Notice that within this approachJ2 yields a competitional
~frustrated! character to the usually dominant short-range
tiferromagnetic correlations which are established byJ1.
That term is especially important for CuGeO3.

The two main parametersU and t1 of the effective ex-
tended Hubbard model are directly related to the optical
Eg and the exchange integral between nearest neighborJ1
which are experimentally accessible. The following analy
is considerably simplified if the materials of interest are
the strongly correlated limitU.4t and excitonic effects a
zero-momentum transferq are not very strong, i.e.
U@t j.Vj , j 51,2. The parameter sets derived below su
port such a point of view. We take into account the effect
the intersite Coulomb interactionV1 by renormalizing the
on-site correlation in the formUeff5U2V1. Then we may
use the optical gapEg obtained from the Bethe-Ansatz solu
tion for the pure 1D Hubbard model given by Ovchinnikov41

Eg5
16t1

2

Ueff
E

1

` Ax221dx

sinh~2pt1x/Ueff!

'Ueff24t112 ln 2J1
AF

for Ueff@t1 , J1
AF54t1

2/Ueff ~5!

In the strong coupling case Eq.~5! can be transformed to th
useful relation

t150.5J1
AF~11AEg /J1

AF1122 ln 2!. ~6!

It has been assumed that the smaller parameterst2 and uKu,
i.e., the hopping to second neighbors and the ferromagn
exchange in Eq.~2!, have no substantial influence on th
charge transfer gap~but t2 enhances the spin gap in the spi
Peierls state!.

The presence of a weak second-neighbor exchange ca
approximately described in some cases by an effective re
malized nearest-neighbor exchange integral42,43

J5J12rJ2'J12J2 , ~7!

where r 51 according to Ref. 42 andr 51.12 according to
Ref. 43. Recently, Stephan and Penc44 predicted a strong
narrow excitonic peak in the density-density response fu
tion N(q,v) of the EHM in the strong coupling limit at the
zone boundaryq5p/b:

vex~p/b!5U2V1 , ~8!

providedV1.0.

B. Parameter assignment

In principle, we can determineUeff and t1 from the ex-
perimentally measuredEg and J values using Eqs.~4!–~7!
which are presented graphically in Fig. 5. In the case
Sr2CuO3, very recently the narrow excitonic peak at the zo
boundary ~8! and with it Ueff were also determined
experimentally.45

However, to the best of our knowledge, the available
perimental information on all three systems is incomplete
contradicting each other. For instance, for Ca2CuO3 the
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56 3407ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC . . .
charge gap determined from the maximum of Im«(v) is
Eg52.1 eV,5 but a direct measurement of theJ value from
the magnetic susceptibility does not exist. Interpreting
midinfrared absorption as a phonon-assisted two-mag
process a value ofJ5255 meV was reported.46 For
Sr2CuO3 the experimentalJ values range from 140 to 26
meV.9,10,46In the following we shall use 190 meV as a re
resentative value. According to quite recent data for this s
tem the one-dimensional charge transfer gapEg~Sr!
'1.960.1 ~Ref. 45! might be somewhat smaller as com
pared to the Ca compound. Strictly speaking, the optical
sorption sets in already near 1.5 eV.47,48,45The elucidation of
the observed broadening of the expected 1D van Hove
gularity in terms of the interchain interaction, quantum flu
tuations, disorder, and/or excitonic and other many-body
fects is a difficult problem beyond the scope of the pres
paper.

Taking this situation into account, we use the availa
experimental data and also our band-structure results to
rive a consistent parameter set of Eq.~2! (t1, t2, Ueff , V1,
and uKu) for each of the three substances, separately. V
versa, the demand of internal consistency weights the exp
mental information.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the transfer integralt1 ~upper panel! and
the on-site Coulomb interactionUeff ~lower panel! of the Hubbard
model according to its Bethe-ansatz solution vs inchain supe
change integralJ1

AF ~lower panel! in the strong coupling limit for
typical values of the optical gapEg . The experimental values fo
J1

AF are depicted by arrows. They are determined from the t
exchange integralJ adopting ferromagnetic and second-neighb
contributions discussed in the text.
e
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1. Sr2CuO3

Recent electron energy loss spectroscopy data of Neu
et al.45 allow one to determineUeff53.1560.1 eV from the
maximum of Im«(v) at the zone boundary~8!. At the same
time Eg was measured to be 1.960.1 eV from the data at
small momentum. SimilarlyEg51.92 eV was found from
the Raman resonance energy11 observed for diagonal in-
chain (yy) polarization only. Our aim is to derive values fo
the magnetic coupling constants from Eqs.~4!–~7! with the
use of experimental values ofUeff andEg . Since it turns out
that the derivedJ values depend sensitively onUeff and
Eg , we consider two sorts of extreme cases. From Eq.~5! we
obtain t150.410 eV with Ueff53.15 eV andEg51.8 eV
~lower bound!. That corresponds toJ1

AF5213 meV. Accord-
ing to Eqs.~4! and ~7! that value has to be reduced by th
frustrated next-nearest-neighbor exchangeJ2 of about 12
meV ~corresponding tot25100 meV from our tight-binding
fit! and by the ferromagnetic contributionuKu before it can
be compared with the total experimental exchange inte
J5190617 meV.10 Thus we can estimate a direct ferroma
netic exchange ofuKu'11617 meV. The slightly smaller
K value compared with 35 meV for La2CuO4 obtained in
Ref. 35 might be attributed to the shorter Cu-O bond len
of 1.89 Å for the latter compound. The so-derived parame
set is listed in Table I. We derived a second parameter
with a considerable smaller value ofJ1 by takingEg51.95
eV andUeff53.25 eV near the upper bounds of the expe
mental results. We obtain from Eq.~5! t150.394 eV and
correspondinglyJ1

AF5190 meV. Such a parametrization
compatible with the total exchange integral 14729

113 meV
~Ref. 9! derived from the magnetic susceptibility data. W
note that both parametrizations are incompatible with
largeJ values of 246 meV~Ref. 49! and 261 meV~Ref. 46!
derived from midinfrared optical absorption data~the small
differences between the latter values arise mainly from
adopted phonon frequency of 70 and 80 meV, respectiv
involved in the phonon-assisted absorption process! provided
there is no sizableferromagneticsecond-neighbor exchang
over-compensating the ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor
tribution uKu and the antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neigh
superexchangeJ254t2

2/Ueff . Anyhow, the elucidation of the
microscopic origin of the apparent discrepancy between
magnetic susceptibility and the midinfrared optical abso
tion data analyzed in terms of the simple nearest-neigh
spin-1/2 Heisenberg model remains a challenging proble

2. Ca2CuO3

The slightly larger charge transfer gap of 2.1 eV sugge
also an enhancedUeff value in comparison with the Sr com
pound. That means that it is again difficult to find a reaso
able parametrization which is compatible with the largeJ
value of 254 meV from midinfrared absorption data. Due
the lack of experimental information on the magnetic susc
tibility we use in the following our theoretical estimate o
160 meV for theJ value of Ca2CuO3.36 Adding a ferromag-
netic contribution ofuKu'30 meV~of the same order as fo
La2CuO4) and a frustratingJ2'10 meV we may find
J1

AF5200 meV. Of course, in the given case this should
considered as a very rough estimate. Then, together
Eg52.1 eV, we calculate from Eq.~6! t15418 meV. Ac-
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cording to Eq.~5! that corresponds toUeff53.5 eV, showing
the expected enhancement. On the level of thepd model the
reason for the enhanced effective on-site interaction sho
be traced back to a largerD«pd'Ueff . It seems to be related
to a Madelung effect caused by the difference in the lat
parameters of the Sr and Ca compound, respectively.
point of view is corroborated by our band-structure calcu
tions discussed in the previous section: for Ca2CuO3 the
distance between the half-filled antibonding band and
filled bonding bands is larger by 0.7 eV compared to the
case.

3. Intersite Coulomb repulsion and comparison with CuGeO3

According to the microscopic calculations of Geertsm
and Khomski39 the total nearest-neighbor exchange integ
of CuGeO3 J1~Ge!511.6 meV can be decomposed into
antiferromagnetic contribution ofJ1

AF530.4 meV and into a
relatively large ferromagnetic one ofuKu518.8 meV. Let us
stress again that the effective nearest-neighbor transfer
gral t1 and the on-site interactionUeff are directly related to
the antiferromagnetic part only. For CuGeO3 charge transfer
gaps of 3.66 eV~Ref. 30! and 1.25 eV~Ref. 50! have been
reported.38 Using Eg53.7 eV andJ1

AF530.4 meV, the main
parameters of the extended Hubbard model come ou
t150.187 eV andUeff54.34 eV. Interestingly, the latte
value nearly perfectly coincides with the charge transfer
ergy D54.2 eV found out from the XPS data analyze
within the Anderson impurity model in Ref. 30. Within
pd model the significantly enhanced correspondingD«pd
value should be attributed to the Ge cations located near
CuO2 chain oxygens. This point of view is supported by t
following observations. In compounds like Sr14Cu24O41
where the CuO2 chains under considerations are surround
by earth alkaline cations the corresponding charge ga
reduced to about 2.8 eV.51 For that compound,D«pd as cal-
culated within the ionic point charge model amounts to
eV.52

Comparing the data collected in Table I we suggest t
Ca2CuO3 should be somewhat stronger correlated than its
counterpart. Without doubt, the most strongly correla
compound among them all is CuGeO3 having the smalles
transfer integralt1~Ge!50.187 eV and the largestUeff~Ge! 5
4.34 eV. The large ratiosUeff /t1 obtained in all three case
@7.7~Sr!, 8.4~Ca!, and 23~Ge!# justify a posteriori the use of
Eq. ~5!.

The difference betweent1 andt1,LDA may be explained by
a renormalization of the transfer integralt1 by the intersite
Coulomb interactionV1. Within the Hartree-Fock approxi
mation, the correction due toV1 leads to a renormalized
effective hopping integralt11pV1 with the bond order
p;2/p. This renormalized hopping integral can be co
pared witht1,LDA where the intersite Coulomb interaction
already partially taken into account. Fromt1,LDA5t11pV1
and the data oft1 and t1,LDA given in Table I we may deter
mine V150.21 eV for Sr2CuO3, V150.16 eV for
Ca2CuO3, andV150.1 eV for CuGeO3 ~here t150.187 eV
as estimated above has been adopted!. Thus, the intersite
Coulomb interactionsV1&0.2 eV of all three compounds ar
quite close to each other and fulfill the relationV1!U. No-
tice that these numbers forV1 roughly agree with the corre
ld
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sponding 2D values 0.11 eV or 0.17 eV given in Refs.
and 53, respectively, and the estimate based on the four-b
model for CuO3 chains:54 V1'ndnpVpd1nd

2(Vdd2V2,dd)
'0.23 eV, where typical occupation numbersnd'0.7,np
'0.13 andVpd51.2 eV for the copper oxygen intersite Cou
lomb interaction andV1,dd50.5 (V2,dd50.25) eV for the
~next-! nearest-neighbor copper intersite Coulomb inter
tion have been taken.

The value fort2 in Table I was either taken from the fi
to the band-structure data (5t2,LDA for Sr2CuO3 and
Ca2CuO3! or inferred from the experimentally known valu
for J254.3 meV~Ref. 26! for CuGeO3 using Eq.~5!.

4. Interchain exchange

Now, we would like to give a first estimate of the ma
netic couplings between chains. The interchain exchange
teractionJ' in the a direction for Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3
~corresponding to theb direction in CuGeO3) will be ap-
proximated by

J'5
4t'

2

Ueff
, ~9!

where we assumed for simplicity the same intersite Coulo
interactionV1 within the chain and perpendicular to it. Th
corresponding values are listed in Table I. The discuss
above about a possible direct ferromagnetic exchange w
leads to a systematic reduction of exchange integrals s
gests that these values should be considered as upper bo
In the case of CuGeO3 the so-determinedJ'51 meV can be
compared with experimental data from neutron scattering55,27

J''1.1 meV showing a reasonable agreement. Notice
in the case of Sr2CuO3 our interchain interaction exceed
the dipolar interaction evaluated in Ref. 8 by 2 orders
magnitude.

The magnitude of the weakest interactionJ',c in the c
direction is difficult to estimate theoretically for several re
sons. It was already discussed that a band-structure hop
integral cannot be given at present. In any case it may
expected thatJ',c is smaller than the other exchange int
grals by several orders of magnitude and is difficult to c
culate in any case. TreatingJ',c therefore as a purely phe
nomenological parameter in the following, we will use to
specific ~if necessary! the same value for Ca2CuO3 as has
been evaluated in Ref. 8 for Sr2CuO3, adopting the dipolar
interaction forJ',c'1024 meV.

IV. SOME ASPECTS OF THE NÉEL STATE

The magnetic properties of undoped cuprates~i.e., one
hole per Cu site in the standardpd model! are usually de-
scribed by the anisotropic spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heis
berg model

H5(
^ i , j &

Ji j SiSj , ~10!

with Ji j 5Ji(5J1) for ( i j ) beeing nearest neighbors in th
chain direction~that is theb direction for Sr2CuO3 and
Ca2CuO3) and J' for nearest-neighbor copper sites in th
a direction ~see Fig. 1!. The weakest interaction will be de
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noted here byJ',c . According to the results of the previou
sections and from the experimental data we know t
Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3 are characterized by very aniso
tropic interaction strengths

Ji@J'@uJ',cu, ~11!

the anisotropy being about 3 orders of magnitude for e
inequality. Instead of the spin-Peierls system CuGeO3, in
this section for comparison we will consider the doped co
pound GeCu12xZnxO3 (x50.034) ~Refs. 31 and 32! which
shows antiferromagnetic order. This is an example for
anisotropic Heisenberg problem with weaker anisotropy t
Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3. For simplicity, we will use for
GeCu12xZnxO3 the same parameters which were derived
the previous section for CuGeO3. We also neglect here th
frustrated exchangeJ2.

In the following we review several approaches for su
anisotropic systems where quantum and thermal fluctuat
become important. We will mention the usual spin-wave
proach in self-consistent random-phase approxima
~RPA-SWA! where all directions are treated on an equal a
simple footing, and the coupled quantum spin chain
proach~CQSCA! which involves a sophisticated treatment
the intrachain direction and a mean-field treatment of
remaining perpendicular interchain interactions.

A. RPA spin-wave theory

The RPA-SWA yields simple analytical expressions
the Néel temperature TN and for the magnetization
^SA

z &5m0 at zero temperature~see Refs. 8 and 56 and refe
ences therein!. Both quantities can be derived from the e
pression

2m~T!5
1

112c
, c5

1

N(
qW

F v0

V~q!
cothS V~q!

2T D21G ,
~12!

where

V~q!5Av0
22v1

2~q!,

v154m~T!Ji~cosqy1Rcosqx1Rccosqz!, ~13!

with v054m(T)(Ji1J'1J',c), R5J' /Ji , and
Rc5J',c /Ji . We put kB51. The Néel temperature is de
fined by the condition of vanishing magnetization whi
yields

2TN5Ji /I ~R,Rc!, ~14!

where

I ~R,Rc!5
1

p3E E E
0

p

3
dqxdqydqz

R~12cosqx!1Rc~12cosqz!1~12cosqy!
.

~15!
t

h

-

n
n

ns
-
n
d
-

e

r

ExpandingI (R,Rc) for Ji@J'@J',c gives the approximate
expression

I ~R,Rc!5
0.66

AR
$110.24@ ln~R/Rc!2R#%, ~16!

which determines the Ne´el temperature together with Eq
~14!. The zero-temperature magnetizationm0 is in the same
limit given by

m05
0.303

120.386ln~R!
, ~17!

where the small parameterRc turned out to be irrelevant
Notice that the RPA description adopted reveals a vanish
magnetic moment in theR→0 limit. Thus it differs from the
ordinary spin-wave theory which yields a diverging expre
sion m05u0.51(1/p)lnRu in the weak interchain coupling
limit.

Let us now check the above expressions using the e
mates of the last section and compare them with the exp
mental data. These data forTN and the magnetic momen
mexpt5gLm0 are given in Table I. In the following we will
adopt a typical cuprate Lande´ factorgL'2.1 for Cu12.8 Us-
ing the valuesJi andJ' from Table I andJ',c51024 meV,
we find TN

Sr538 K, TN
Ca575 K, mSr50.20mBohr, and

mCa50.26mBohr for the Sr and Ca compound, respective
The ratio of the two experimental Ne´el temperatures agree
approximately with the RPA-SWA prediction

TN
Ca/TN

Sr'AJi
CaJ'

Ca/AJi
SrJ'

Sr'2, ~18!

where the logarithmic corrections in Eq.~13! can be ne-
glected since they are not very important for the above ra
However, the absolute values ofTN within the RPA-SWA
disagree with the experimental data. In the case of the m
isotropic GeCu12xZnxO3 we find mGe50.32mBohr, i.e., a
better agreement. But here also, the magnetic momen
overestimated by the RPA-SWA. In this case that may
ascribed to the effect of the frustrated second-neighbor
change.

For the Sr and Ca compounds one could try the oppo
procedure using the given experimental data~including Ji)
to determine an ‘‘empirical’’J'

emp. Then one finds values fo
J'

emp which are two~from TN) or more than four~from m0)
orders of magnitude lower than those estimated in the pr
ous section. This seems, therefore, to be unrealistic. Des
the fact that it gives the correct limits form0 both for
R→0 and in the 2D isotropic case forR→1, the RPA-SWA
seems to overestimatem0 for large anisotropy (R!1) quite
considerably. That points to the necessity for an improv
method. In the case of smaller anisotropy~e.g.,R;0.1 like
for GeCu12xZnxO3), the RPA-SWA seems to give mor
reliable results.

B. Coupled quantum spin-chain approach„CQSCA…

Adopting Schultz’s interchain RPA expression@Eq. ~7! of
Ref. 16#, we replaceJ'→0.5(J'1J',c) as would be sug-
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gested by our strongly ‘‘orthorhombic’’ parameter regim
Ji@J'@J',c . Then one arrives at

m05gAR, ~19!

where the proportionality factorg is 0.72.~A similar factor
2/p50.637, was obtained by Fukuyamaet al.57!. The corre-
sponding values formCSC5gLm0 are listed in Table I.

Analogously, within these theories one expe
TN'J' ,17 in particular, the slightly modified implicit ex-
pression for the transition temperature proposed by Schu16

reads

TN5
2

p
J'ln1/2~LJi /TN!, ~20!

whereL'5.8.
From a principal point of view~Mermin-Wagner theo-

rem!, it is clear that Eq.~20! overestimatesTN because it
does not depend onJ',c . However, if one assumes that i
influence can be described by logarithmic terms as in
~16! which then ensure a finiteTN , the relative changes
might be quite small.

As in the RPA-SWA, our estimated values forJ' and the
experimentalJi lead to too large values forTN andm0. But
now, using the experimentalm0 and Ji we can determine
from Eq. ~16! an ‘‘empirical’’ J'

emp of the CuO3 chain com-
pounds which is of a similar order of magnitude to our es
mates. The value ofJ'

emp is smaller by a factor between 2 an
3 ~Sr2CuO3, GeCu12xZnxO3), or 6 ~Ca2CuO3) compared
to the theoretically estimated values~see Table I!. The Néel
temperature can also be used to determineJ'

emp which gives
similar values showing the internal consistency of t
CQSCA. But one should keep in mind that Eq.~18! does not
fulfill the Mermin-Wagner theorem. In that respect we no
here an alternative approach to the strongly anisotro
Heisenberg model~Castro Neto and Hohn33! in which the
Néel temperature was found to depend linearly onJ',c .
Naturally, the elucidation of the correct description as to h
this smallest interaction parameter does affect the finite t
perature properties remains a challenging problem. With
its generally accepted solution it makes no sense to dis
the absolute values of the Ne´el temperature beyond an ord
of magnitude accuracy.

One possible explanation for the reduction ofJ'
emp in

comparison with our estimatedJ' could be the proximity of
a spin-Peierls state. Phase fluctuation effects beyond
mean-field interchain approach used in deriving Eq.~19! can
then become quite important. Following the renormalizat
group approach of Wang19 for a plane of weakly interacting
chains atT50, one finds a strongly renormalized magne
zation which can be traced back to a renormalized excha
integral. If that is true, one should expect Ca2CuO3 to be
much closer to the SP phase transition point than Sr2CuO3.
Furthermore for small exchange integrals compared with
phonon frequency (;10–20 meV!, phonon exchange give
rise to a quasi-instantaneous interaction between local
spins, leading to a renormalizationJ→Jeff,J.58

Another possible origin for the difference betweenJ' and
J'

emp might be our simple procedure to estimateJ' based on
s

q.

-
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-
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e

ed

the extended Hubbard model. It was already mentioned
such a procedure has the tendency to overestimate the
change integrals which becomes already apparent forJi .
Last but not least, one should keep in mind an uncertainty
the band-structure methods with respect to transfer integ
as small as in the considered case. The replacement o
full potential in the region in between the chains by emp
spheres as explained in Sec. II might effect the transve
tails of the Wannier functions which determine the value
the transfer integralt' . A similar effect is expected if the
exchange and correlational potential is supplemented w
gradient terms reflecting the strong change in the elec
density moving from one chain to its neighbors. Anyho
one would expect roughly the same accuracy for the Sr
the Ca compound. In this context the much stronger de
tion of the magnetic moment of the Ca compound might
related to somewhat reduced accuracy of Eq.~16! in less
anisotropic cases.

V. SUMMARY

Band-structure calculations for Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3
show in addition to the expected large dispersion along
chain direction also a remarkable dispersion in the crysta
graphica direction, i.e., perpendicular to the plane conta
ing the corner-shared CuO4 plaquettes which form the
CuO3 chains. The corresponding interchain transfer giv
rise to antiferromagnetic exchange integralsJ' in the meV
range. Together with a small dipolar exchange in the th
directionJ',c it explains the antiferromagnetic order in term
of an anisotropic Heisenberg model. The larger value ofJ'

for Ca2CuO3 corresponds with the larger Ne´el temperature
and the larger magnetic moment15 in comparison with
Sr2CuO3. However, our rough estimation of exchange in
grals, based on the one-band assumption, seems to ove
mate the difference between both substances. CuGeO3 is
different from these two substances by a much smaller
change in chain direction and a comparable large frustra
parameter which suppresses the antiferromagnetic state
stabilizes the spin-Peierls state. The smaller anisotropy
comes apparent in GeCu12xZnxO3 where a Ne´el state was
found with significantly larger magnetic moments than
Sr2CuO3 or Ca2CuO3.

The copper oxygen chains of the three compounds un
consideration can be described within an extended Hubb
model supplemented by ferromagnetic contributions to
nearest-neighbor exchange integral. For the Ca and Sr c
pounds excitonic effects in the limitq→0 are expected to be
weak due to small intersite Coulomb interactionV1. But near
the zone boundaryq'p/b strong excitonic effects are ex
pected in the framework of the theory developed recently
Stephan and Penc.44 If our proposed parametrization is co
rect, for Ca2CuO3 ('3.5 eV! and CuGeO3 (' 4.3 eV!
these excitonic peaks should be observed at higher ene
than for Sr2CuO3 ~3.15 eV!.

The LDA band-structure calculations yield useful insigh
into important material dependent parameters as interc
electron transfer and tendencies of the crystal field~Made-
lung! potential, varying from one substance to the other,
beit that the estimate of the on-site and intersite Coulo
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interaction requires more sophisticated methods such
LDA calculations with local constraint.

According to our findings, Ca2CuO3 is expected to be a
typical 1D charge transfer insulator analogously to the
model system Sr2CuO2Cl2 although the interchain interactio
is intermediate between the less anisotropic but strongly
related CuGeO3 and the most 1D Sr2CuO3. Possibly, the
latter system is the weakest correlated one of the three.
compounds Sr2CuO3 and Ca2CuO3 also offer the opportu-
nity to study in detail the effect of the interchain interacti
provided it can be changed in a controlled way. Indeed,
study of the magnetic properties of the alloy system Sr22xCa
xCuO3 gives an interesting possibility to change contin
ously the magnitude of the interchain coupling. This is a
interesting from the theoretical point of view since it giv
as

r-

he

e

-
o

the possibility to check in more detail sophisticated theori
for weakly coupled quantum spin chains.
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